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the possibility 01 
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generally  receptive 
the
 idea. and 
Goeltz
 said he is 
confident
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Selling  beer. 









women(  at 
shovs  s. some-
thing important 
because of the inability to 
draw 
students  to 
show s 
this year.
 he said 
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think it y ou can at least ..tier 
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Alexander said she felt otiering 
concessions would help 
ifleet that end 
"W 
hat  we cant to 
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is otter something  
that's
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iiinking
 101 \A 
ad to the 
spring. 
Girl',  said. 
The 
idea  to 
sell
 beer




came  up as a real
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evetfts Ale ander sail. 
approy  
ed.  the 
local  Budweiser distributor  
would cover 
the cost of 
bringing  the 
herr





 hoard would 
stand to 
profit
 ..ind there 
would  he no cost 
to the 
hoard  or the 
university
 . he 
said. 
(-loch,





imitle  Distributing. 
the  local Budweiser 
distrib-
utor. and the company is 
anxious to return to 
SISI
 Procrastination
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rib iii' 
Out for a spin 
Abraham  Daily staff photographer 
Walter Lopez.. 









carry  their recorder 
esersrltcrc. 


































 a full -year 
budget
 which would eliminate the 
need 
kir
 special summer account.  
Currently  . 
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can't be audited 
- - and 
its funds 
can't he used 
- until the 










system  leaves the 
hooks  
open  and 




 for almost a year. 1.c-
nart said. 
The 




hoard and lei 
sure  services to use non -reverting 
Funds
 already existing in their ac-





1987. This would enable them to 
begin the new budget system at the 








 front the 















recreation program developer. 
1..1.1  
the hoard two weeks ago that his 
program already had plans to use 
the  non -reverting funds in its ac-
count to 
fund a publicity drive over 
the summer. 
Burke asked the board 
to cre-
ate a special budget for next June, 
so his department could continue ht 
offer leisure services for that 
month. 
However. Lenart said creating 
a special budget would hinder im-
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w oh hooking 
Mor-
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Dailey . (Melt, said he 
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hopes  to sell 
alcohol,  since SCHOU 
appeared 
open
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Sauer.  
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 w ill fall under 
an








marketing.  he said.
 
Both a 
California  State 
University  sy stem 
audit of the 
SJSU athletics 
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the 
decision
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merger 
plan drawn up 
by Buerger. 
Sauer  and 
Executive
 Vice 
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would  not he 
downplayed





has  (ilways been a 
strong 
supporter of the 
women's
 athletics program... 
Buerger  said.
 "There 
shouldn't  be 
any  real 
51,1 u 
iimmerman  











probably  he presented 





 he said. 
A 
decision  needs to 
he
 made soon so 
the 
university can hem 
advertising tor a perma-
nent
 athletic director. 









year on a 
budget ol SI 5 million. Vern Wagner. interim 
men's athletic ihrector,  has
 said. 






Women's  Athletic Director 
Mary
 Zimmerman has said. 
Zimmerman said 
Monday that Spartan 
Foundation  lund raising for the program
 sill he 
combined tinder the 
merger plan. 
The 
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meals   
By Paola Ray 
Christiansen  
Daily  staff writer 
A 
fashion




rence,  especially when the models live 
in your own residence hall and the 
clothes they are modeling are within 
your 
student  "budget... 
The Inter -Residence Hall Asso-
ciation staged the show 
Monday  eve-
ning at the dinner hour,
 a time when 
some




 rescue their minds front 
thinking 


































teered to participate in the
 show. said 





'We  didn't want them to model 
designer clothes because we 
want  to 
focus on the students and not the 
clothes so much.'' Nam said. 
The clothing categories included
 
aerobic, 
casual, business and 
evening  
year,  with outfits selected from the 
students'
 own closets,
 she said. 
For an added ethnic flair. Korean 
oistumes
 were modeled
 at the end of 
the show and Nani
 taught the designer 
diners how to say 





staff  photographer 
Beth 
Vveber,  a 
journalism  
junior and a resident 
adviser  In 
Washburn  
Hall 



















most  all of 







Delacruz will not he attending 
MSC until next semester. but partici-
pated in the show as a favor 
to
 Nam, 
who had a little difficulty recruiting 
volunteers. Nam said. 






 did a 
good imitation
 of any semiprofessional 




way. hands in 
pockets























































Tony Pribyl, Advertising Director 













































 holiday season is upon us and while we 
think of what presents to buy for Christmas. 
donating bltx)d now could be the most pre-
cious gift one could ever give another  the gift of 
life. 
The Stanford University Blood Bank is cur-
rently sponsoring a blood drive in the Student 
Union Loma Prieta Room until 
Friday.  It is impor-
tant
 that the blood bank has an ample supply 
during 
the holiday season. 
Donating a pint of blood doesn't cost any-
thing. Donors are required to fill out a health his-
tory form, be 17 years old, weigh at least 110 
pounds and be in good health. People with hepatitis
 
or  who are in the high -risk group for acquired im-




 uses sterile. 







 There is 
nil  risk in 
contracting
 AIDS or any 










 another in 
October.  Those 
381 
donors  are 
ineligible  to donate
 blood this 
week.  
Donors
 must wait 
at least 56 




 allow the 
body






















crucial  for others
 to 
take
 the time to compen-
sate.  
In the 




who  are eligible to 




else's  life 













 as busing has been, it 
has promoted 
incalculable
 social and eco-
nomic  benefits for the minorities
 affected 
and for 
American  society as a whole. 
Busing 
has  helped improve relations 
among racial and 
ethnic  groups in this coun-
try and 
it has enabled 
minorities
 to obtain 







Before busing, racial and ethnic mi-
norities either lived together in the same 
neighborhood and the children attended sep-
arate neighborhood schools 






hoods and the children attended 




 the message  
spoken 
or not  was 




groups  of people. 
As Rodgers and 
Hammerstein wrote in 
"South Pacific," 
"You've got to 
be taught 
to hate and
 fear./ . It's 
got to be 
drummed 
in
 your dear little 
ear./ You've got 
to be 
taught to be afraid
 / of people whose
 
skin is a different 
shade./ You've got
 to be 





about  race and 
ethnicity.











which  separate 
peoples,
 but about the 
similarities  which 
unite them. They 
live
 in a real world of mul-
tiple cultures,  rather





In addition to the essential
 changes in 
interracial
 attitudes, 
minority  students have 
made  notable 
educational
 and economic 
gains.  
Standardized














































and  federal 


























comes, the more 
productive it will 
he.  Also, 
less of the
 nation's 
budget  v, ill 
have





















In the long 
run,  they 






 solution for 
what is 
still a national 
problem.  
Although






 is still a 
racist  so-
ciety. 
Even as we 
celebrated
 the 2(.10th 
anni-
versary





black  families 
who had- 
recently 





















 it is di-
rected
 but also to the
 nation as a 
whole.  
Now 




 issue to a 
present,  local 
one. 
In San




 will be 
learning  more 
about each 




the  world enlarged.
 
It is now 






improvement  of 
the quality 
of life in this 
country. 





























































Busing innocent children away from 




ion  to 
a complex problem. 
Integrating
 schools by busing children 
from 
an impoverished  neighborhood
 to an 
affluent one will not solve racial segrega-
tion. 
Far  from it. This will only serve
 to 
bring more animosity between ethnic 
groups 
to the level of children. 
Children either  waiting for or riding 
buses for three hours a day while only at-
tending school for three hours will learn to 
blame this
 on so-called racial integration. A 
black or Hispanic child's white friend will 
now he the 
reason  why he or she 
has to he 
bused to 
and  from 
school  each
 day. 
Children.  in some ways, 
are  a lot 
tougher and smarter than adults. If you 
don't tell them racial differences exist, 
they're
 not going to treat friends like 
they 'se 
got  the plague 
just because their 
skin is a different color. Children think of 
friends just as other children, not as superior 
or 
inferior  ethnic groups. 




 could treat each 
other equally, regardless of race or sex, in-
tegrating schools would not he necessary. 
In a lot of ways. it seems as though we 
are punishing children for something they 
did not create -- namely, racism. They 
should not have to 
continue to 
make
 up for 
things over which they had no control. 
There are alternatives to busing that are 
not as drastic or 
traumatic
 to children. One 
of these is redefining the school district 
boundaries in order to incorporate a better 
mix of ethnic backrounds in schools. This 
mix will serve the same purpose as busing
 is 
supposed to. without the trauma of shipping 
innocent  children all over town. 
By changing the district boundaries, 
children could have more exposure to dif-
ferent 
cultures  and traditions. Children 
would learn to coexist with all types of peo-
ple, not just
 people of their financial status. 
Another plan that could he imple-
mented would he to expose children to va-
rious  cultures in the classroom. The chil-
dren could study those that exist in 
the 
immediate area, as well as international cul-
tures. They could be encouraged to learn the 
languages and customs of the Hispanics. 
Asians, black and Middle Eastern cultures. 
This
 would help 
children 
understand  
people who are physically  different are 
still 
people. They are not barbaric 
or backs. ard 
because they have 
a different type of civili-
zation. 
Our 
children are our only hope for the 
future of this world. As in all generations. 
children are liable to believe that it is impos-
sible 
to change a world that adults created. 




 must teach children that they 
can help to change things and to make this 
world a 
better place to live in. Children can 
learn this by seeing it is possible for all 
types of people to live 
together  without the 
threat of racism and bigotry. 
Busing was tried in the South
 during 
the '60s and yet there is still a lot of racial 
discord





than we have here. but busing 
is still not the solution. 
Busing might work in San Jose. The 
children will probably get used to 
spending  
all their free time riding on a crowded bus. 
forfeiting time to play outside with friends 
for the sake of integration. Maybe they 
won't he resentful of this when they realize 
they helped their elders feel better about 
doing the right thing by busing their chil-
dren away from 
home.  
And then again, maybe these children 
won't get along and won't
 ever accept these 
transfer students they are 
forced  to attend 




 exists at 
all tells children that the 
students that are 
bused are different from them. 
In this light, busing seems to promote 





The Spartan Daily encour-
ages readers to write letters. 
Bring 
them
 to the second 
floor of 
Dwight Bente! Halt 
Room 208, or to the Student 
Union Information Center. 
Letters must bear the writ-
er's name, major, phone 
number
 
and class standing. 
Anonymous letters and 
phone 
numbers  will not be 
printed.  
Phone numbers are needed 
to verify letters.
 
The Spartan Daily reserves 
the right to edit all letters
 for 
libel and length. 
Opinions
 appearing on the 
Forum page
 are those of the 
Daily  staff.  









 assertion that he did not know 
about Marine It. Col. Oliver North's funneling 
of $30 
million  from the Iran arms shipment to 
the Contra rebels in Nicaragua borders on the absurd. 
Reagan
 spent much of his first 
four years in 
office battling the image
 of a figurehead president  a 
B" grade actor,
 doing what he was told, reading 
from a script and acting out the role of 
president  while 
the real powerbrokers. people like Donald 
Regan  and 
James Baker. (among others) ran the country. 
Comedian 
Robin Williams' portrayal of Reagan 
as a 
robot  whose parts kept jamming haunted Reagan 
not unlike the I.os Angeles Times cartoonist Paul 
Conrad's drawings of Richard Nixon as a sleazy used 
car salesman once haunted that president. 
But Reagan's landslide victory
 in the 1984 
presidental election, 
and  his personal involvement in 
getting the new tax
 code passed dimmed, for a while 
at least. the view of the president as a wind-up doll for 
the far -right. 
Yet with the administration's claim that a mere 
Marine Corps lieutenant colonel,  a rank that typically 
controls nothing larger than a battalion, (about 550 
men) would, without authority from some higher 
source. deal 530 million to the Contras without 
Reagan's direct approval leads to no other conclusion 
hut that Ronald Reagan is not in charge of the country. 
Yet this seems to be just the most recent example 
of a president asleep at the controls. 
The information about the Iceland summit
 just 
now coming into public knowledge hints at a 
president  
that was uninformed and badly outclassed by his 
Soviet counterpart. Reagan tried to bluff his way 
through
 Reykjavik and had to beat a hasty retreat 
when Gorbachev called his bluff
 on eliminating all 
missiles from Europe. 
He was exposed once again as being a 
very
 
simple and lazy man not capable of making,  
or even 
understanding, the complexities of the tough decisions
 
before  him at the summit. 
There is a very real 
concern  that the Soviet Union 
will not agree to another summit because they 
fear 
Reagan is not the one really in control in this country. 
Their strategy now seems to be to make propaganda 
points in Europe and wait for a new 
president to be 
elected in 1988. 
Combine this with Reagan's labeling of North as 
a "national hero" for breaking the law on 
funding
 the 
Contra rebels, and you have a president out of touch 
with reality. 
That fact is, lieutenant colonels don't make 
decisions  they carry them out. Reagan claims he 
didn't know anything about money going to the 
Contras. So then, who did authorize it? North's boss, 
John Poindexter? CIA director William Casey? Vice
 
President George Bush? There is an old saying in the 








bear  the 
brunt of the fault for this affair. 
The
 
media  has gotten hold of 




 This story 
will not simply 
fade away like those 
about  the 
mining of Nicaraguan 
harbors  or the  suicide bombing
 
of the Marine Corps barracks
 in Beirut. The Reagan 
administration will eventually have to 
answer to the 
press and the public. 
This
 "scandal" might prove to be far 
worse  than 
Watergate.
 True, Reagan's 
motives  in sending 
arms  to 
Iran were noble enough (however 
wrong)   he 
wanted
 to free the American 
hostages in Beirut. But in 
this case,
 administration people 
were sneaking around 
and breaking 
the law by sending funds
 to a bunch of 
mercenaries in Nicaragua
 after Congress told 
the 
president
 he could not give 
them
 military funds. 
When
 the facts finally 
come




 exposed for what he was 
feared
 to be when he 
first took office back in 1980 a 
front  man for the 
ultra -right  wing. 
   
Andrew F. Hamm 
is the forum editor. The Hamm 



































Alpha's 1987 calendar 
is a 
professional




















































biggest,  most 
heart-lelt
 












 love and 
recognition.
 
That  anyone even

















 to be 
free, 
or at 
least  free in 
the monetary
 sense. 
It's easy to say
 that most of the 
women




are jealous of the few who 
can sell 







 girls if they 
could. Or say 







 issue is about. Both 
these 
opinions  are 
probably
 more true 
than 
not and that's the 
problem. 





to control 100 mares, 
or 
one 






wanting to look like a 
calendar
 girl, to 
control
 a 






















whatever  is necessary 
to negotiate 
theirs and their family's

























































dignity  to a 
yearly 
tashion 
parade  that, 
















 attention.  
In the beginning,
 things were 
simple. Men 
hunted  and women 
cooked and
 nursed babies. 
Before  im-
provements
 were made. human beings 
itiq 
naturally did what 
they  did best. 
When
 their
 existence was more 
assured, they started 
taking chances. 
There 
was  a time
 for war,
 religion and 
space
 exploration,
 over poxluction  and 
sex for pleasure. But, until recently, 
men




 Men hunted and women cooked 
and nursed 
babies. 








more they are taken advan-
tage of. 
Carrie  Nation and her gang 
thought that publicity would set 
women  free. 
So did Bella 
Abitig  and 
Gloria Steinem. But tell a woman she 
should demand equal 
rights
 and she 
will demand something practical, like 
the right
 to earn 50 percent other
 fain-
ily's income. "Oh. well, it's all for a 
good cause,'' she says. "Somebody's 
got  to help pay the hills." 
But why is that someone a 
woman? Why could
 a family live for 
half as much 15 years ago? 
Because. 
15 years ago. while men were 100 per-
cent in charge of government,
 they cut 
the value of the U.S. dollar in half 
and, as  a gesture
 of good will, 
women  
pitched in to take up the slack. 
In a 
small  way. the Pi Kappa Al-
pha's calendar is something like that. 
It's for a good cause,  the fratentifv 
says.
 The girls are proud of their hod 
icy. The photos arc in perfectly
 good 
taste. What's the problem'? 




not  a commod-
ity. 
they
 are one-half of humankind. 
They should not herd together for the 
benefit of a few,  they should act inde-
pendently 
or
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 to the 
Editor 
Better seats  with ESPN 
Editor.  
This semester San Jose State fi-
nally did something right. Our 
football 
team
 rose from the depth of anonymity 
to the
 pinnacle of success. Students 
were at last able 
and  proud. to say they 
had









of good ole SJSU cheered their win-
ning team on 
to victory. 
But, as sure as 
this school
 did 
something right, it also did something 







attend the Cal Bowl in Fresno - 700 
available tickets at $9 a shot in the in-
famous 
end  zone! 
I don't know
 
















has a more appealing offer  a great 
seat in the 
condor,  of your own 
home  












The industrial design program at 
SJSU 
needs more funding. The 
pro.  
gram needs more teachers or 
enroll-
ment will
 continue to tlecline. 
The industrial design program has 
been sequestered into the Art Depart-
ment. which does 
not want it. The Art 
Department  
apparently  does 
not  ap-
prove of recognizable work. In order 
for a 
student  
to declare their 
major  as 
industrial design
 the student must pass 
a portfolio review. The 
work 
included 
in this portfolio 
comprises  the
 stu-
dent's efforts in 
apprmtn.illiaimels two 










 an art 
major.  
This pumps
 money into the
 coffers
 of 
the artesians. places a strain 
on the de-
sign faculty and leads to embarrass-
ment when asked, "What's your 
major."' 
The art department has no such 
review process. All
 one has 
to do tithe
 
ana art major is declare 
"art"  on the 
appropriate forms and POW! you are 
an artist.
 Even if a review system were 
set up. all the artist would have to do is 
pile some junk in an empty lot, photo-
graph it and F'OW! instant portfolio 





 he allowed to de-
clare their major prior to the portfolio 
review. This would inject funds into 
the industrial design
 program and cut 


























 v.ritet . Lett Out-
man. is 
going  to pursue writing sports 
columns,




straight and know his 
subject matter 
before he puts pen to paper.
 
I am referring 
to
 Len Guimans 
opinion
 where 







 tit the lk.'AA










 and questions the
 qualit.v rif 
football
 at these Midwestern  schools. 
What
 he doesn't know and 
didn't  
bother  to find 




versity  has an 
extraordinary 
football  
program that has 
produced  inure foot-
ball 
legends than San Jose State 
will 
ever
 hope 10 see Miami I iris cr5115 's 
nickname is the Cradle 01 Coaches li 
Len has ever heard ol 
Bill  Arnsharger 
at Ltill or Paul Dietzel 
tOrmerly  at 
LSLY. Ara
 Parseghian 
formerly  at 
Notre 




 he'll understand why. All 
ol 
these  coaches are 
Miami alumni. 
Len might also he 
familiar with 
the 




.11 Ohio State, John Pont 
tOrmerly
 at 
Northwestern  or Dick Tomey who
 cur-
rently coaches at Hawaii. All of 
these  
men were head coaches
 at Miami at 
one time 
in their careers. 
Or, how 
about John McVay, 




 of the San Fran-
cisco
 49ers, 








10.000 undergraduates and 
so 
will  never he the so-called  
power-
house" that Len thinks the Spartans 
are capable of PIO ml! lb" Miami
 is
 






























compete in the Cal Bowl 





 mg Slid American 
Conference.
 hut I 
bet









knows  cc hat 
it's capa-
ble of. 
One last continent; Len contin-
uously
 refers to Miami 'University as 











































481  E San 
Carlos  St 
Between 10th 
8.  11th 
295-5511 


























































































































































































The SJSI ' solleyhall team, 
ranked No 4 in 
both





 benefits of 
playing in 
Spartan iy in when 
Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo  takes 
on the Spartans 




















The Spartans (27-64 third -place 
finishers iii the PCAA tournament,  are 
part ol the Northwest region, which in-
cludes 
highly
 ranked teams Pacific. 
San Diego State. Hawaii. Cal Poly 
SL()
 and IN  Santa Barhara,  as well as 
Idaho 



















with  the 



















































"We are lortunate to he play mg 
at home,  and 
not lust because 01 the 
crowd and the lamiliar surroundings.' 
Montgomery  said. "The girls are very 






it this season,  
and they 're 
lust plain fired " 
Montgomery
 said the players are 
in good shape
 
alter their tour -day hi-
atus. and that they practiced really 
well Sunday evening. 
'I was very happy with the re-
sults 01 our break. The girls came out 
attei 
getting some rest 
and 
worked  
hard Sunda% .  Montgomery
 said. 
"No one 
has  , 









NM,.  so We're
 pretty 
well
 Nei iOr ThtlISd.11 We lust
 
hoe to 





















 three matches to 5.1S11 once 




again in the 
tird round




Montgomery and the team are 
taking nothing lot granted. 
however,  
Kenneth K 








 will to to 
help
 SPA' corral
 the Mustangs in the first round of the NCAA 
Tournament
 






sivth in the PCAA,
 have proven 
to
 he a 
highly evplosive team. 
"They (the Mustangs) 
will  come 
into
 this gym loaded for hear, and it 
we're










beaten them three times 
so w hat ' 





They'll come here breathing fire. and 
we can't let
 up. It's
 now or 
never,
 be-
cause if we lose here, it's all over." 
The Spartans  
have  not been play-
ing 
well







said  he's hoping the team 
can  
get past Cal 
Poly  S1.0 with minimum 
effort and then 
peak
 against its next
 
opponent.  which 
Montgomery
 figures 




knocked SJSU out 
of
 the PCAA tour-
nament in late November.
 will meet 
U.S. International m the first round at 
Hawaii 
Barring
 the unexpected. Mont-
gomery secs 







 hoping we 
can  play as well 
against 























will come if the 
Mus-
tangs 
build up a lot of 
momentum.  
"What





peak until after Cal Poly,  and 
then 
conic  out against Hawaii
 and give 
it all we've got. 
If
 we stop their key 
players and play to their
 strengths and 
implement 
the things we need to do,  
then we should beat











come  out 
and play well two days in a row to 
get  
out ol the






a lot of 




 had been up 
tind 
down,  and our 01.1ense 




haven't  been 
playing well." 
Montgomery said. 
"The last time we 
were  on all five cyl-
inders was against San Diego
 State,  
hut we've just been 
plain  old tired la-
tely, and
 fatigue played a big  part
 in 
hindering our game." 
The holiday rest was beneficial to 
the
 Spartans, as a rejuvenated SJSU 
squad has finally gotten over nagging 
injuries. Several players who have 




















wrestling  team remained unde-






 on Nov. 
15 in the team's first
 match since being reinstated 
by SJSU President Gail Fullerton, won seven 
of the 
10 weight classes they competed in against the Ag-
gies. 
"They wrestled pretty good as a 
team... SJSU 
assistant 
wrestling  coach Andy Tsarnas said. 
"We 
were
 real happy . ' 





1.111 oil \ 
might









 in the heavyweight class. 
"We got real good performances out 
of Arnold 
Khanharnan











 Shannon Felix (167 
pounds)...  
Tsarnas said. 
Baum pinned his opponent, 
Love won by tech-
nical fall 
the
 scored 15 points before
 his opponent 
scored 
any)  and loves, Felix 









































the right track now. 
Everyone  
wrestled pretty 
tough."  Tsarnas said. 
"Our  nest 
!neet  will he up at 









not  playoffs 




 could clinch 
an
 NFL play' 

















time tit year tor 
specu-
lation. 'II this te41111 heats that team, 
then this other team can heat that team 











 only thing 
we're thinking 
about is finding a 
way 
to heat I )al 
las Sunday. 










would  clinch a w 
ild
 
card berth in the 







to Green Bay. But, leading
 the 
NF(' West with  a 9-4 record. the Rams 
of course 
would  prefer 









Cowboys in a 6 
p.m.  PST meeting 
Sunday at Anaheim
 Stadium. heat the 
New York Jets 17-3 over the weekend. 
"It was a pleasing game in that 
the team played well all phases of the 
game well," Robinson said. "We 
played solid 
defense  ... we ran to the 
football and tackled well. 
'Jim (Everett) got off to a funny 
start again, threw two interceptions in 
the first quarter, hut then he played a 
solid game 
L.A.  Raiders remain 
in playoff chase 
despite  overtime loss 
to Philadelphia
 





 Raiders are in some 
trouble. But there's a decent chance 
they'll
 
still  qualify for the 
NEL play-


















 that the 
only 
avenue
 the Raiders 
have  to the 
playoffs




the  AR'. 
Granted. that wouldn't put them 
mn the hest
 of circumstances,  hut
 only 
last year the 
New  England Patriots 
took that path to the 
Super  Bowl.  
"It's a 
very
 disappointing  
hiss,'' 
Coach Tom Flores 
said after the loss 
to 
Philadelphia.
 "But in spite of the 
loss. 
we're  still in this thing. 
-There










Coach  Buddy 
Ryan of the Eagles predicted last week 
would  lace the 
Washington  Redskins 
in next month's 
Super  Bowl, have an 
8-5 record with three 
games left. 
That leaves 
them two games be-
hind the AR' West
-leading Denver 
Broncos as well as the New
 York Jets 
and
 New England Patriots,
 co-leaders 
of 
the AFC East. 
Either the Jets or 
Patriots figure 
as
 the conference's 






is 8-5 and 
tied













 the Eagles. 
hut  all that 
seemed irrelevant when 
they





and a lirst down
 in the overtime pe-
riod 
Instead  
of going for a game -win-




 to run the hall a 
couple  of times. 
Marcus Allen
 gained lour
 yards. hut 
on second down,




times. a loi 
while  we w -ere protecting 
our lead and he had a 
sensational day. 
There were a couple of times he 
almost 
broke loose, and 
if he had, he'd have 
had 
17(1.1
 KO yards." 
Dickerson, 
running  against an 
eight
-man defensive front 
as the Rams 
stayed on the
 ground alter 
building 
their lead, gained 1117 yards
 and scored 
on a 4 -yard run to tie
 Elroy' Hirsch's 
club record 
of 55 career 
touchdowns
 
Everett,  the rookie playing in lust 
his third pro game, 
started oil by 
throwing a 
pair  of first-quarter 
inter-
ceptions for the 
second  week in a row. 
But he completed 
nine of his final 14 











 well,  
making  a tackle 
that 
forced
 a fumble 








York  drive. 
While the 
Rains  seem to he on the 
upswing as they 
head  into their final 
three games, the Cowboys 
have been 
struggling lately. They
 bring a 7-6 




Robinson  cautioned: "Dallas 
is certainly





 into the game 
Sunday  against the Raiders
























(next to Upstart Crow)
 
Campbell









any loss is 
the end of the 




Maria Healy is 
the curreni 
hitting leader









 at .331. w MI 
an average 
of 4.44 


































and senior Christ,' 
Cook  
lead 






































WALNUT CREEK (API 
- Oregon State center Jose 
Ortit. who 







































ictory  was 






court since Jan 12. 1985. 
Chelle Flamm 
ot Oregon 
State  was 
the 
women's  basket -
hall
 
Pac-10 Player  
































































































































































































service  ace 
record,
 which stands at 
55. Shawna 










 p011 Is 
conducted 













  712 
4. MU, 



























Collegiate  Athlone Associa-
tion 
poll is conducted 
weekly  among its re-
gional 












































Exchange  Gift Shop 
Moffet Field 
Now 
Open to the  
Public  
*Bring in this



















































































































Deily staff writer 
The PCAA named SJSU toothall coach Claude Gilbert 
'coach in the 
year and 
quarterback  Mike Pere/  
co-olfensive
 
player ol the year on Monday. 
Seventeen Spartans. including
 Perez. received all -
league honors as well. 
Gilbert.
 who coached 
the Spartans to a 
9-2 record, a 
F'CAA
 championship and 
an appearance in the 
California 
Bowl on Dec. 13.
 helped SJSU turn its 
football  program 
around t mitt last
 year s 2-8- I mark. 
Overall at 
SJSU. Gilbert has a 

















 prolilic passer in NCAA 
Division







yards in his four years vs ith the 
Bulldogs. 
He topped




record by 44 
vards. 
Rube is now with
 the Chicago
 
Bears  in 
the NFL. 
Perez  completed 228 of 384 
passe. 
lirr  




led the nation in total 
oil
 claw vs 
ith an average ol 
329.9 yards 
per game. Sweeney 
was 160
 of 
284 for 2.363 
yards and averaged 197.9 total in 
tense  
























 named to the all-PCAA
 first team. 
Along with Perez. 
tailback  Kenny Jackson. 
wide  receiver 
Lab 
o Malauulu. tackle 
John
 Aimonetti. guard David
 Diaz -
Infante. center Tim 





players received second -team 
all-PCAA  
honors, including wide 
receiver Guy Liggins. 
guard  Menu 
Mulitalo. place-kicker Sergio ()Mare,. 
punier  Tom Diehl, 
defensive


















Martin's two -game 
suspension  
GREEN BAY. Wis. (API 
NFL 





 Green Bay Packer 








hon to the turf after a 
play ended. 













 le's decision. 
Both 
said,  however. that Mar-
tin had been given a fair hearing and 
both 
called
 for unlit= handling
 of 
similar
 cases in the future. 


















































 and that 
I 
have  had the 
oppontinity  to coach
 




















made between the injury and the 
Martin incident. 
The suspension was delayed 
while Martin 
appealed,
 letting him 
play in Green 
Bays













with Rozelle to seek revocation of 
the suspension.  
"We had 
what  I 
consider
 it) he 
a full
 and fair 
hearing 
before  the 
commissioner
 and I 
felt  that 
Charlie,  
gave 



























Redskins in the National
 









 the task 
of
























ing after 25 years to 
take











































































 over a 











games.  The 
team
 also played


































triter and sew 


























The 1986 all-PCAA 
tuiothall 
team, as selected by the confer-









auulu, Sr., SJSU 








monetti, Sr., SJSU. 
Guards  Mike Chuhlaniself,  
Sr.,  Fresno St.; David
 Diaz -In-
fante, Sr., SJSU. 
Center - 
- Tim Stejskal, Sr., 
SJSU. 
Tight end - Greg Locy, Sr.. 
Long 








Running backs  Rick Cal-
houn,
 Sr.. Fullerton 
St.: Kenny 
Jackson, Jr., SJSU,  Mark Tem-
pleton. Sr., 
Long
 Beach St. 
Kicker  
Barry  Belli. Jr.. 
Fresno St. 
Punter  Herick Mandel.  Jr., 
Utah St. 
Return Specialist Stephen 
Baker, Sr.. Fresno St. 
First -Team
 Defense 
I.inemen - Jethro Franklin. 
Jr.. Fresno St.: Marion Knight. Sr.. 
UNLV; Jim Pauciello, Sr.. 
Utah  
St.: Mark Mraz. Sr., Utah St. 
Linebackers --- Sean Foy, Sr.. 
Fullerton St.; David Grayson, Sr.. 
Fresno St.:* Cliff Hannemann.
 Sr., 
Fresno St.; Al Smith, Sr.. Utah Si. 
Defensive hacks - Roger 
Beavers. Sr.. Long Beach
 St.; 
Mike Stewart. Sr.. Fresno St.; 




Second -Team Offense 
Wide receivers Charles 
Lockett. Sr.,




Tackle Ed Gilliss. Jr.. Ful-
lerton St.; Joe losefa. Sr.. IBS. 
Guards  Spencer Battle. Sr.. 
Long Beach St.: Mann Mulitalo, 
Sr., 
SJSU 
Center  Steve Clower, Sr.. 
UOP. 
Tight 
end --- Paul Pflug. Sr . 
Fresno St. 
Running hacks James Vv'il 
hams, Sr..
 liresnii Si Tim  Ruch 
ardson. Sr., Pacific. Anthony Mos 
Icy. Sr.. Fresno 
Sr
 







SJSU: Bohliulberg. Sr.. LIMN. 








Long Beach St.; Wayne Wood-
ard, Sr., SJSU: Greg 
Rainse,
 
Sr.. Fresno St. 
Linebackers  Steve 
Rahon. 
Sr.. Long 
Beach  St.: Sam Ken-
nedy, Sr., SJSU:
 Lloyd  Forrest. 
Jr., SJSC. Ron Talbot, Sr.. Pa -
chic. 










 Horn. Sr.. 
UNLV: Darrin Long,  Jr.. Utah St. 
Honorable Mention 
Carl Hancock. DL. 1.10P; 









Mark Roberts. LB, UOP: 
Williamson.
 DB. 
Fresno  St.: 
Ryan 






















































tune  is not the 
caliber 
of the Chicago Bear
 song, 
the "Super Bowl 
Shuffle," about 
nine members
 of team will he fea-
tured 
in the video to air Dec. 8 after 
the football highlights
 on Channel 
















 Sue Kiyabu 
"We 
only  had one day to 




 Diaz -Infante said. "It's 
Give them 




polished  video, hut the idea 




was  to 
have  fun. 
answer with 







notice  kept them trom partici-
pating
 in the 
video
 
"I wasn't gonna do it." said 
Mace Gouldshy.  
Spartan
 nose 











lyrics  to Gouldsby's
 
rap. 





 the one they call 
seven  eight 
are some of 
the  words to Goulds
-
by 's part in 
the rap. 






 big ''I)'' 
sweet  IIS Ian he 









ii took hint about
 live minutes 
to write
 his rap. 
Diaz
-Infante said the 








yeah, baby doll. Liggy. Lig. 
(ha  
Ile
 and defensive 
tackle nee. 
Wayne Woodard  were 
just  kidding Other highlighted rappers in. 
around when they thought about chide quarterback Mike Perez, 
making a 
video,
 as the Bears did salet. K 
(




went to the 
Super  Bowl. 
ceoer
 lilt 












 Diaz Int ante said.  






































eel...  hut 
not se- 












yyith  it and 
"There 
























) API Big 
play  
wide  receiver Jessie 
Hester










teanis game :against the Seattle Sea -
haw k. nevi 
Nlonday  night. 
Coach  Tom 
Flore...11:1Nlonday 









game because in a hamstring pull Hes-
ter suffered during
 the Raiders' 33-27 
overtime loss to the Philadelphia Ea-
gles Sunday . 
Hester.  the Raiders' tirst-round 
iIi
 ail choice last year, caught four 








































































































































































































 Friday. Saturday, 
Sunday
 8 Monday,





























sAN sALV r'`D° 
The 
builder
 reserves the 
right  without 
prior notice
 


























































class. The students are taking 
"losers" 
and turning them into "sv inners." 
Dorm 
students







first, but it's fun . . . it 
adds some variety to the 



















appeared  ready 










 it's tun . 
. it adds 




 in here." 
Royce Hall's
 Erin 
Tompkins  also 
partici-







little nersous,  she
 strutted her 
aerobic
 





didn't  even 
have
 a 
rehearsal  This 
is 
a real 









 wear was almost

















pokes  and  









































































who care about both
 men's and 
women's  athler 
Ammerman  said. 
Special
 es ems including
 the Walk 
for
 Women ot 
Sparta  and the 
men  s 
White Castle 




 she said. 
Spartan 
Foundation 





 said fund 
raising should  increase
 tx ith consolida-















rendition of Wham!'s tune 
"Careless  
Whisper." offering evening 
ambiance  to the 
glaring lights 
and  flying 
lnod





All in all it was a 
chance for students 
who 
live
 in the halls to 





was  the first of 





canceled  or 
didn't
 backfire." Nam said 
According to spectators 
Paige  Turner and 
Suzy Sheets 
of Washburn 
Hall.  the show was
 
good 
entertainment  to dine by
 
"I like a 
band





than  the talent 
show
 ." Turner 
said.
 
"MIA's doing a 
good Job, this 
helps  
raise  spirit. And it's 
better  than nothing." 
said 
Sheets. 





































































in the Student Union 
Guadalupe
 Room 
to monitor its sale,
 Alexander said. 




hoard would handle 
beer sales it they were approved.
 
Some
 of the ideas inchuled issuing
 
col-





using members ot Tall Kappa Epsilon 
for security, he said. 
Goeltz added he is unconcerned  
about cleanup, 
since the Union's 
hard-























up in S.F. 
SAN 




 in San 
Fran-
cisco during 
November  than in any 
month 
since the 
epidemic  started five 
years 
ago. according
 to the Depart-
ment






reported  to have
 died
 
from the disease last month,  in compa 
nson  with






 from October's 
119.  
The November
 figure brought the 
San Francisco death toll from the ill-
ness
 since




'les  not surprising that there are 
lllll e deaths,  since there are more 
AIDS cases.'  said Dr. George Wither -




 officials also said that 
monthly figures include
 late reports oi 




suited  to 




 with only three
 ol the 




 hold further discussions
 and give 
its 




 the hoard will 
not  make 
a 
decision until alter
 the committee's 
recommendation. ( irreltz said he 
is op-
timistic after
 its response 
"I want to 
see 
vs hat the 
school 
will say. and 
they're pretty much 
going to have 
to say yes." Goat 
said.  







she's  going 
to
 have some big problems
 
it she
 says no.'' 
Because  the program hoard 
stands  in make money
 . and beer sales 
are
 allowed at football 









ready to challenge the 
neg-














































 staff writer 














three  parts ()I an 
A.S.  resolution 










 Jim Du Pont, an 
organizer from the 
International




depends  on 
what
















































 four employees are represented 
by 
the union: two others are
 ineligible because 
they are 
new 
employees.  The 
eligibility  of 
the 
remaining two 







 resolution, the final 
two em-
ployees are ineligible to 
join the union because 
of
 
their managerial or supervisory positions.
 
hut they have expressed
 their desire to he in-
cluded. 
Du
 Pont said. 
The impasse
 clause lists procedures 
that
 
the A.S. and the union are
 to take if they reach 
an impasse. It mediation fails, the two parties 
are to go to an advisory
 panel. 





disadvantage because the advisory panel is 
made up of 
university
 management. 
The no -strike clause 




 cooperate or 
encoura-
ge . . . 














said the union does 
not xv :int the clause im-
posed  on the 
employees.  
The 
A.S. Personnel Board decided last 
week it) recommend 
to the A.S. hoard that the 
classification and impasse 






The personnel hoard also decided to rec-
ommend to the A.S. directors that "the no -
strike clause he further clarified." Boothe said. 
The 
recommendations





































































choose to hire 



































which led to the 













 its legal 
counsel  
account












































































 said. "It is 













































 Boothe said. 
At Monday's meeting 








the  hoard that the university 
em-




 the A.S. It 
was also proposed 
that  the 
chairman of the personnel hoard and the A.S. 
business administrator he a part of the negotiat-
ing team, Boothe said. 
A.S. looks









from page I 





 if they 
couldn't 
audit (the special budget
 account) until next 




is to allot money
 to leisure 
sers ices from the 






The  special 
allocations
 budget consists of 
funds 
that didn't make it into 
the  general budget, and is used 
to fund student
 groups throughout the year





 the A.S. will 
decide
 how to sup-
ply the 













NOW! Volt us at our 
center.  
300 
Hamilton Ave . 





evenings  or even
 























 or $48/month* 
Free Macintosh carrying case to first 50 
uaomers 
purchasing  a 512k enhanced.) 
 
C E x t e r n a l
 800K 
Drive  ImageWriter 11 Printer 
$299 or $20/month* 
$469 or $21/month* 
ORDERING INFORMATION  
Pnces quoted 
include  a discount for cash, check or Apple Credit Card purchases. 
If you 
wish to use Visa or Mastercharge please add 3%. 
We
 can take orders over the 
phone 
and can ship them upon receipt of a 
check  or approval of credit. Shipping 
and Handling charges 
will be added to cover the cost of UPS












You can also come into the 
store for immediate 
delivery! You must
 be a full 






at SJSU to qualify
 to purchase a 
Macintosh
 from Spartan 
Bookstore.  To place 
your
 order or request an 
Apple 
Credit  Card Application 
call (408)-277-3043.
 Limit of one 
computer


























Service  is our Miticir 









 is a trademark



















































 to investigate the 
diversion











Besides seeking to 















under  one 
committee  their 















































who  did so will be 






Poindexter.  who 
resigned last 











































roar, questioned Poindexter. 
Republican
 




















decision to seek an independent
 counsel. But 
lawmakers
 ar-




 way. or 
planned, should
 he merged 
under the 
umbrella  of a 
select 

















resignation  Nov. 
25. Alton 




 adviser on an 











"It  illegal 
acts  were 
undertaken,  
those 




































































































 hacking for the em-
battled Regan,
 accused by 
congressional









 it would 
serve any purpose  at this 
time to 






White  House 








 Marine Li. Col. Oliver W. 
North had










during  an appearance 
before  the 
Senate 
panel. 








 for his 


















 alike to 
seek  an 
independent  
counsel






 up to $30 
million from 
the sale of arms
 to 
Iran was 
diverted  to 












 that his investigation




 to believe 
that  further 
investigation  by 
an inde-
pendent  counsel










court  here in Washington  
for
 the appointment
















 to make 
that 
application"
 for a 


















NEW DELHI. India (API 
Mobs of Hindus 
angered  by Sikh ter-
rorism 
rampaged  through the 
capital  
yesterday  and battled




arrests  as they 
struggled




Bloodied protesters were seen at 
several confrontations with club -
swinging police, but there was no itn-
mediate figure on 
the total number of 
injured. 
The rioting erupted during a gen-
eral strike called by a 
Hindu party it) 
express "anger and anguish" 
over the 
massacre Sunday
 of 24 Hindus in Pun-
jab state 
by assailants described by 
po-
lice as Sikh terrorists.
 
"The situation
 is very tense. 
We 
can't say what 
we are going to 
do," 
area police chief R. Mohan 
said last 
night evening in 
densely
 populated old 
Delhi,  where the major sectarian battle 




 tired shots in the air, burst 
tear gas 






clubs to break up 
the melee at the 
temple. 
"They challenged us." temple 
spokeman Hardeep Singh said to ex-
plain why 150 Sikhs came out of the 
shrine with ceremonial swords to con-
front
 HMO Hindu protesters. He said 
the Hindus shouted curses and derisive 
chants. 
The street in front of the temple 
was littered with 
rocks and broken 
bricks alter the battle and a curfew was 
declared in the area last night. 
Sikhs and Hindus also hauled 
outside a Sikh temple in east Delhi, 
and police !Ought running battles in 






 roads and set 
fires. Eight 
vehicles
 and two Sikh 
houses  were set ahla/e. 
The army was put on alert after a 
meeting of military and 
government 
officials. and police cars with loud-




people  to 
stay inside. 
General
 strikes or other 
protests  
were 

































who demand an independent




Minister  Huta Singh was 
jeered by 







 to light terrorists
 
'iiitled by 
Pakistan."  The neighboring 
nation has





Sikhs make up 




 people hut form a 
majority in 





dent  Sikh nation they call "Khalis-
tan," which means
 "Land of the 




The Arnold Air Society 
and  the 
Stanford Blood Bank
 are holding a 
holiday 
blood  drive from 10 
a.m.
 to 4 
p.m. 
today  through Friday in the Stu-
dent 
Union  Loma Prieta 
Room.  Call 
Thomas





















a. m. to 2 p.m. 
today in 


























 p.m, today 
in the 

















will speak at 
12:30 
p.m.
 today at 
the 
University  Club. Eighth and Sun 
Salvador 
streets, in a 













Planning  and 




















































































































































Student Union Umunhum Room. Call 
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for infor-
mation.  
 




Thursday  by ap-
pointment. Call Robert Sayre 
at 277-
2917 or 
277-2905  for information. 
 
Campus Ministries is holding a 
Vietnamese
 Bible Study from 
4 to 
5:15  
p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Chris-




streets. Call Tien 
at






is holding a lec-
ture on 


































































 a 112 281S-1114111 
waited
 too long to 
call the 





 into the case,  and 
that
 he had 
u n l a c e s s a r i l y
 delayed the 
decision to seek an independent
 
counsel.  




 proper." said 
Meese,
 who 
had  provided Reagan 
with  advice
 about the le-
gality of 
the "intelligence 
finding"  last January.
 upon 
which the secret Iran 

















Is I II X. immune*' Irom a separate 





 which will he 






 an independent 
counsel,  we 
will have in place a dual system 
tom





of this matter.** Reagan 
said.  
While acknowledging that Congress has a legitimate 
interest  in 
probing




with its effons. Reagan said. "I do believe Congress can 
carry out its duties in getting the lam 

























LOS ANGELES (AP) CIA Di-





 for a secret 
arms shipment to 
Iran in November 
1985, contrary to 










ordered  CIA in
-
y olvement
 in the U.S.-Israeli arms 



















 support for 







 then a 




 stall,  the 
newspaper 
said,  citing 
unidentified  





























 ol the 




























did  not learn of the arms 
shipment until this 
February.
 some 
three  months alter it had taken place. 
Attorney General Edwin Meese III 
said last week. 
Casey 
initially
 told the 
Congres-
sional 
intelligence panels the CIA's 
role in the 















committee  members said.
 
The CIA 




21 that lie %%as 
traveling  in 
China 
%%hen  the White House




Mono Lake, court 
rules 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
The United States. not
 California, 




around Mono Lake that have been 
uncovered 
as
 the lake level Mrs 
fallen,  a federal appeals court 
said
 
Tuesday in a ruling 
cheered  by en-
vimnmenta I groups. 
"The
 effect of the
 court's rul-
ing 
is to protect 














 Silver,  a 
lawyer
 for the Sierra













 land that is 
part of a na 
tional 
Scenic Area






Commission,  which 
also claimed 
the land,
 had no 
plans 
pending  to 


















disputed  limb were 
"protective.'' 
























 of the shipment
 at the 
nme 
Casey later told
 the Senate com-
mittee that he had "misspoken.," two 
knowledgeable  
officials said -- report-




McMahon " was 
furious
 . . . He 
hit the










 lin thua I shipment
 on his 
own atithorits






speaking  on 
condi-
tion ist 
anons  limy . 
said  the CIA re-
layed












































 begin in 





 and all the 
write extras. 
We call it the
 Macintosh 
"Write .stuff -
bundle.  You'll 
call
 it a great 
deal!  Because 
when you 
buy  a Macintosh 
"Write  Stuff" 
bundle 




bundle  of extrasand
 save $250. 
Not only 
will you get your 
choice of a 
Macintosh 
512K
 Enhanced or 
a Macintosh 
Plus, you'll
 also get an 
Image  Writer' II 
printer,
 the perfect 






 papers or 
reports,  
complete with 
graphs, charts, and 
illustrations.
 
Plus, you'll get 
MacLightning,  
the 
premier spelling checker con-







 medical or legal 
dictionaries.  
Together with your
 favorite Macintosh 
word 
processing 
software,  you can transform 
your 




papers  you ever 
turned
 out. And 
turned 
in on time. 
What's more,  
there's
 a Macintosh 
Support Kit filled with 
valuable accessories 
and computer 
care  products from 
3M.` 
Complete  with all the things you need to 
keep




Let us show you how to get through 
college better, 
faster, and smarter. Stop 
in 




$100 off the combined price of a Macintosh 
and ImageWriter II. receive a free copy of 
MacLightning with a retail value of $100. receive the 
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 check, intended for the 
Associated Students. apparently has
 
been
 lost in the 
mail.  
The 
A.S.  still has not received a 
sponsorship payment from Santa Clara 
Counts Transit, 
said





 who three 
weeks
 
ago  voiced  









 office Nov . 21, 
and there is no 
explanation




yet,  said Doug 










































Transit  which promoted  
its shuttle 
bus  service during 
home-
coming 
week, contracted with 
the 
A.S.
 Homecoming Committee to 
pay 
$1.000
 for the 
sponsorship.  The con-






Without the payment. the A.S. 
cannot
 balance the 
hooks  on 
home-
coming week. Lenart said. A 
pnilit  
and loss 
statement cannot be prepared 
until 
the $1.000 is received,
 she 
said. 
All  homecoming financial trans-
actions











By Amy  I.. Pabalan 
Daily staff writer 
The 
showing
 ol the move
 "Top 
Gun" by the 
Associated Students Pro-
gram Board 
has been canceled because 




 college circuit 
distribu-
tion. 
"Top  Gun," 
a film about a 
young 
Navy pilot starring Toni Cruise, 
was 
scheduled  for tonight at 
Morris  
Dailey Auditorium. The film "Ferris 
Buellers Day Off" vi ill he shown in-
stead.
 
Paramount Pictures,  the produc-
ers of "Top Gun." feel the movie 
is 
still doing well in theaters. said Jason 
Challis. program 
hoard tilm chairman. 
"Tin very disappointed."
 Challis 
said  "We've had a few phone calls 
rom people 




Exactly how many sewers
 the 
movie 
would have drawn is hard to 




gram hoard expected a high turnout, 
he said. 





 (at the 
auditorium 
tonight)." 
Challis  said. 
"This 
happens  at 




 Ted Gchrke. A.S. Pro-
gram Board adviser. 
Films  Incorporated. based an Chi-
cago. is 
the  company the A.S. Pro-
gram 
Board contracts
 for its Wednes-
day Night Cinema films. 
"The
 producers of the 
film have 
the right to withdraw a film Inim dis-
tribution




success," said Tom Ciesielka, 
senior 
sales programmer of Films Incorpo-
rated. 
The company is a sub -distributor 
of films to places other than theaters,  






 did not realm: ear-
lier 
what  an incredible success
 the 
movie would he," Ciesielka said. 
"Because it is still publicly playing, it 









million.  Ciesielka estimated. 
The A.S. Program Board's con-




 that producers have the 
right to withdraw a film. Ciesielka 
said. 
"Ninety-eight
 percent of the time 
this never happens." Ciesielka said. 
"This is the exception." Other movies 
in which distribution dates have been 
delayed include "The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" and "The Gods Must 
Re Crazy






changed,  another film of comparable 










hooking (if "Top Gun"
 for 
the spring semester







"Ferris Hueller's Day Off" will 
he shown at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. to-




  Daily stall 
photographer  
lien -shin Lee. graduate nutrition student, lakes a nap in a lab in 












 logo on 
home-
coming
 T-shirts as 




Transit decided to 
partici-
pate in homecoming
 week after the
 
A.S. lost a $3,000 
sponsorship  from 
Bouomley











































































































 in two 
promotions



















clan workers -day evening or Sat-




RESEARCH PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL 





 Los An 
geies 90025 
VISA MC 01 
COD32131477-8474  
SAVE 6200 on wedding ring sat
 Find 
out how 
Call  Victoria al 998-0160 
until  Ilprn 
AUTOMOTIVE 
BUGS FOR SALE.' San Jose. best 
BUGS All guaranteed'. 100..
 tr 






vehicle purchase w unit I D 
PROF MUST SELL 72 GHIA. excel 
cond 
motor body Orig owner
 






FREE, Call 255-0724 
Irecordingl  
lo gm your copy 24 hr. FREE
  
AIRPLANE
 RIDES', 54 lb-Rel0 
airport on Dec 
6 Sponsor San 
Jos* Prsciaion Flight Team 
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO-
GRAM Enhance
 personal II pro. 
bussional growth as Voluntariu In. 
tern in world renowned local 
program Counseling. support 








mono.lingual,  all ma-
jors grad 8 undorgrad
 Expari 
once from clerical 0 
post -grad
 
Intro -10.0000M WE NEED YOU 
Near campus
 IC E F PO Boa 
952. S J 90108, 280-5055 
HELP FOSTER 
KIDS!! Work with so-
MCMI )(XXV Amery-on Creporrot Corn 
76 MG MIDGET sr id. hew 11/11  
boost 
systern










 11105 41001 gi1 
shape am tm toss 
5775 60 72 




$550  too 









$475 best otter 







USERS  Rani 
lima 
on








CI 368-2717  Pickup 
and delivery Rusonable rates. 
quality work. 
COMPUTER EASE Computer time or 
private
 instruction on Ilse
 IBM PC. 
In 
Wordstar,
 wordpertect, writing 














































































256k. 2 &twos. 
monitor.  
keyboard.














You'll find a special yuletide 
























































 A FREE 




DONT MISS IT! 



































































































































































































































































































































 $295 One block 
from campus 
404 S 3rd SI,, 







Quality  cotton 
peoducts  
Create
 your own living
 I sleeping 
space with 
our  futons, 
pillow.  
e nd 
















I SELL ONLY 




 you can own  
new 12-s9ee4











 30 day 



























 We'll *leo 
accept 
any 
user  courses 















Become  pal 
of 
 network of 
ovef  85 college 
campuses
 nationwid.,  Gain olio -
.
10
 work experience while going 
to school selling  
display advents. 
lop in 






 guide sections 
100% 










expen. and generous 
bonin structure Complete train. 
log tv bonus
 We require 
Cour-






Call today for 
local
 interview, 000) 
822-4004,
 
o ar for Mr Roger Pier. 
EARN 5.400 weekly 









protect  stuffing 
envelopes  
and asombling 
materiels  Send 
stamped  self addressed 
envelope 
to 
JON Mall Co P 0 Box 25-1.  
Castalc,  Ca 91310 








GRAM. Special Ed Students 412 
yrs WM days -S6 349 hr Call Patti 
Keegan at 964-3257 (Clly Santo 
Clara) 
JOBS. JOBS' JOBS' Ideal for stu-
dents Join our merkeling staff 
Take
 .w and renewal magazine 
orders by phone Mon thru Weds 
I Sat
 
A Sun Outatending earning 
potential 
C.11370-9090  
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS. 3640 &evens 
Creek elver. San Jo.e. 
241-1100  
enroll... 
sales.  cashier posi. 
tions open Apply 
Kiddie World. 
NO cells 
LOOKING FOR PART TIME work? 
Togo  at 900 N  First St 
is hiring 
for day time position. Please call 
267.4570 or inquire within 
lacDONALD  NOW 
HIRING' Premium 
fey,
 hours flexible around school 
schedule
 Two -floe
 day.. 10-35 
hr wk Interviews M -F 3-4pm 
Cont., Mike or Lucy 
at
 356-3095, 
15475 L. Gatos Blvd 
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. part. 
tine NOW, full.tirne 





9 FULL TIME RETAIL HELP' No-
tional firm preparing for 
Christmas work end aerfn.ter 
break  @fork if accepted you will 






(40)  earnings per week equal 
$370 No !experience is needd ho-
ohne of our 
Intensive
 on the job 
waning proof.? Good math and 
reeding
 skills are  plus Some 
evening and weekend 
positions 
are 




 al1owed during 
final exams In 






 ere possible and you may 
.m 2,3.4 credit,



















 or cell Monday through 
Friday
 Women 10 AM -2 PM 
(408) 
275-9695  








opportunity  company  
PART 































 R C 
Smith  
Corp  247-0570 
STUDENT ASSISTANT
 poItIon





















 Apply by 











SMALL  professional 
preschool  with caring 
atmo-
sphere Need 
ECE. enthusiasm.  
and creetivily Flexible hours II 
friendly staff Little Scholars 
Pre 
school 236-1474 or 274-4726 
TELEMARKETING 
EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATORS loader to sell 





$10  hr  
BONUS Call Mrs Green at 377' 
3900
 




News Guaranteed 5450 hr plus 
commission Shifts 9AM-1PIA or 
4 30PM4 30.44, Mon -Fri plus 
Set Call today (404) 983-1800 
YR. 
ROUND STUDENT REPS needed 
to work for 2 nett group tool co 
Earn S's
 A 
tree trips-yr round 
Next 
trip.,  Mlarni, Ft Lauderdale, 
Daytona B.ch Call 14400-654-
6933 
Thin  could be  member of 




HOUSING.  STUDENT 
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. se-
cure end see
 rooms, FREE utili-
ties and housekeeping service 
Ressonable rel.-shared or sin-
g*
 available Walking distance to 
San Joare State Office 72 N 5th 
ST. 998-0234 
DORM ROOM FOR FEMALE at re 
duced price Please call 277-6636 
anytime,' 
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO SHARE 
CONDO-1350  12 utile turn 
MBR-bth.ocuoi. pool, 
2565528 
ONE BEDROOM APT. 
no
 pets,  single 
adult $400 mo Four blocks
 hum 
campus Call 293-4091 
RESERVE 
AN APT for January Huge 
.curIty. 2 brem 2 9th 1 be kern 




 or call 287-5316 
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Loge rrn 
In Viet..
 Sou. acr.s. SJSU 
Available Jan Isl. 
5230  rno 
5175 
drop 
utll FREE 354-8117 
ROOM 
FREE
 FOR some housework 
and care of elderly men Kitchen 
privilege. 48 S 20th Sr . cell Don 
at 296-7116 
1 BDRM APT ...curtly bldg parking 
Welk to SJSU, 760 S 
rtth
 St 
$525 mo Call 270-5070  
PERSONAL 
BACKACHE?? Free miamlnation le 
care as part of  reseerch protect 
If
 you have had low back pain for 
more than 6 months 6 are 
20-55 
yrs old, pees. call Palmer Col-







PHONY. FREE ticket.. register 
MUSIC 10A winter 
session -Prof 
Manning 
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED M 
live with sincere handicapped 
man Peso cell Brian al 2911-
2308 
Hi" I'm a shy. drog-Irree 21 yr old guy 
who' looking
 for
  nice, drug. 
free girl 1622 Let's meet for mov-
ies. dinner 
or whatever, Cali Tim 








 and Leer,." 
Israeli 
deicing, holiday celebralon. 
For Infornotion call 
Hilla  at 2.-
6311
 
NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 10 . 
men end 
women  Confidenel. low 
ra1. Send SASE to NOCC.  
PD
 
Box 20781-K. San Jose, Ca 
95159 
NEED 76 
OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to 
try new 
herbal weight Control pro-
gram No drug.. no exercise 
100% guarenteed Cal (4061 245-
7503 
PD DATE NEEDED
 HI. 1 m Ron F' I like 
football hanging 
out In front of 
the Union You've probably sem 
me Cell if Interest. 259.2033 
PROFESSOR'. EXAM 
FILES  available 
for Engineering (6 required 
courses In 
CE,  EE, ME end 14.1 
Error), FIT. Ceilculue. Chemistry
 
and 
Physics  Avellable et Sperten 
Bookstore  S Roberts Book 
Store 
SAWASDEE.
 ALL THAI STUDENTS
 
we














 335 S 
Beywood
 Ave 
San  Jo. 
Call 
247-7406 
for  eppointment 






























Bob  Leper,Sr 
Jo.,  Penal.,



















































Beacom  Ave 
CC 








you  have no 
resources  for 
Ideas
 or what to 























293-4700a.  for 
Joe 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con. 
suit with SJSU student for 30 min-
ute. FREE Practice limited to MI 
aspects of immigration and nstu 
ralleation  law Office  located 
within 10 minutes from campus 
Call Robert Ng al (4081 289-8400 
for an appointment 




Horne& business, relining. locks 
deadboits Installed Mobile-
bonded-license1 Open 9 to 6prn. 
Mon thru Sat (Sun by eppoint-
mint) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME 
Ron Hughes owner mernber-NLA 
LIA  Evergreen Locksmith 6 
Se-
curity 
Service.  call 





women  Speck& rate with 
faculty
 or student ID 
Private  iff 
confidential 





 Koll Busing.. Park at 


















discounts .ellable For fr. Info, 
write 
CLO 6003-6 Mapes 
Lent,  
Columbia. MD 21045 




in sales 8! delivery of cubed 
for parties or any occasion
 
For 10 cents per pound we offer 





addition to ice sales we rent and 
sell 1. machines for
 your home 
or business For Information coil 
toll FREE MOO) 345-4423 
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now' Sao your teeth, eyes 
and money too For information 
and brochure see 
AS
 Office  or 
call OM 371-6011 
TRAVEL 
SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun n' Sand 
Lodge, 6300 N 
Lake




phone 19161  546-2515 515 par 
person 
double occupancy. 55 
each additional Beautiful motel 
on lake, TV minutes to North Star 
TYPING 
AARDVARKS DON'T TYPE. but I do, 
Thews. 014.r-tenons, report. 
Eight 
page
 minimum,  sly month. 
Ito.
 disk storage
 On-line word 
processing, sli for Joys at 264-
1029  
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex-
perienced, profession& word 
pro-
cessing paper., theses, re 
eon. office  
Overflow,  mailings. 
newsletter.  Student Discounts 
Guaranteed work Only 10 min-
ute. from 
carnpu Word. and 
more (Pamela) 923-7910 
ABSOLUTELY, 
ACCURATE,  AC. 
COUNTABLE for telephoneze that 
toots typing
 ther tops -try 
Tony -296-2067 SI 50 per page 
double spaced All work guar.  
anteed Trust Tony 296-2067 
Thanks
 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word proonsing 
P J 's word pro. 




competitive rates Expert 
enced in these, term 
papers 
group
 pro).O. resumes, rnenu 
script. 8 letters Located 
In North 
San Jose, 




J at 923-2309 
ACADEMIC 







Spell  chock every tinny 
free 
disk storage 
Data...  capability 
Standard A micro caisson.,
 tran-
scription Word proc  trng on 
SAMNA 
it word perfect 
software Hrs M -F 630530 Re-
serve time now for your
 upcom-
ing thesis.
 dissertation or manu 
sc.55 Chryetal 923-6461 
A CASH REBATE  55 cash discount 
to new cuslomers on reports 10 
peg. 
One page 
free typing on 






 Pius printing Pickup 











 lime These.,  pa-





minute. from SJSU Student dis-




 WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing in r.umes  
term pa 
poretrenscription  No pi? 1. 
small' Student discounts 
Neer 
SJSU Teachers welcome' Office 
Alternative., 294-2974
 
AMY WILL TYPE 
your paper for only 
S1 
per page, double spaced On 







A WAY WITH 
WORDS prompt, accu-
rate. literate, 8 A in 
history Wang 
Word Processing. spelling errors 
corrected Long manuscripts wel-
come Will
 










process  Experienced in 






Reasonabie rates Located 
conveniently, LASER 
PRINTER,'  




pens resumes business 
typing  
needs,  word processing Willow 
Glen area Cell Ilse 11 207-5234
 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
Fast accurate typing end 
word processing available seven 
days a week Limited pickup  
delivery 365-1012 






theses, dissertations. group pro-
(octs, resumes Guaranteed
 quick 
return. Per page 












EDITING.  ACCURATE. 
FAST'.  Call 379-3519 ask tor $51r. 
ley.
 
Do you he.. 
paper due soon? Does 
It need tuba typed? Call today to 
schedule your word processing 
lob Ouick turnround accurate 





9446 Emphasis on correct punc-
tuation, 
sentence
 structure,  and 
formatting 
(Turablan.  APA. etc) 
Former English mem, highly de 
penetable 
Willow Glen Area,  nay 




ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING 
Term 
wets.  research papers, 
th.es 8 dissertations (Campbell. 




 cover 8 follow-up 
letters. manuscripts (books,  erti. 











 SERVICE Term 
papers, theses, resumes, disser-
tation., etc for
 students and lac -
tiny We also do tape 
trancrip-






EXPO TYPIST" Near Leigh 
A 
Cara 
den Reports,  term papers. etc 
Edging avalialae Correctable 
electronic 
typewriter  From 
$t 50 double space cage Call Bill 
at 371-5933 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
 for your 
personal legal 
business.  word 
processing need. Term 
papers,  
reports,  resumes cover letter.,  
theses. 














































































PROF /5 GE 
r7INO  MP- VERN RN'
 ROZA' 
NIP5 i r 
mJCS 






















PP IRST AlleRIT  -  
(41/01.4
 .9IO OAK./ our DIE MP 
CONI_TO4PIOOP










OF 71415 C 
STUDY, 

















6o ror egf 
FDR SEPRIINDOII




















































Directory of Clan.. 
for additional
 coupon .vinras 
FINEST KIND 




 kinds and lengths 
SI 30 page typing
 
A spelling help 
51 65 page. typing plus proof 
reeding  Campbell area, 
local 
pick-up II delivery 
avalieble,  Cell 
8666960 
INEXPENSIVE,
 QUICK WORD pro 
cessing SI 00 per pager no mini-
mum Thesis
 dinerlation. etc 
RHEMA GRAPHICS .1 365-5035
 
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER 
typed test?  Let 
me
 help' Term pa-
pers. kenos, report.,  theees,
 re 
eaarch papers feet and 
motet -
atonally, FREE grernrner 
spelling  assistance Reasonable 







before 10 pm 
PROCESS IT WRITE" 
Feculty  and .1u 
dont. can rely on accurate  





































































(All  Issues) 
5-9 
Lines $4600
  10-14 Lines $6300 
15 
Plus Lines $80 00 
Phone 277-3175 

































 7 day 
response, leave message tor 
Pamela at (408) 275-6253 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
-term papers. 
the.s. etc Accurate, prompt. 
S2 25 dbi 
space  per page 
Sore -
loge  
erres. call Joan 01 741.5400 
PUT YOUR WORDS
 in their beet per 
sonny. Experienced
 profes-
sional word processing 
papers. 
theses. resumes Specialist In 
technical scientific propects 
Sr 7543 page Call Vicki at 281 
3060 IBM area 








SI lo SI 
7511.'
 page 
Quick turnaround Disk storage 





 or leaye mestreqe 
on machine 
RELIABLE WORD PROCESSING 
DONE 
at reasonable rates with 
quick turnaround
 time Will setup 





RESUMES.  COVERLETTERS, and 
business correspondence Aisle 
Once wIth vocabulary. sentence 
tructure and form If requested 
_Call 266.94411 
lam 
RESUME IS TYPING We use IBM Xi 
COMPUTER 






Typing SI SO pg 
double space 
One block from campus PC-
COM 404 S 3rd St 02.  corner of 
San &dodo PC-COM 295.1606 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFES 




 8 near 
tin, 
versity Call 140812924047 
SUPERIOR WORD 
PROCESSING  re-
search  term papers thesis dis 




 word count 
minimum I year disk storage 
Quality  printing on quality paper 
Satisfaction guaranteed Pickup 
delivery available 52 00 
per  page 
do Nils 267.2149 
THESES




 attention to 





 S 10 
Save 
your
 work on the IBM PC for 
later use Grammar punctuation 
& spelling checked printed 
in 








 el 246.5633 
TYPING  SERVICE for
 students and In 




$150.9Assignments  10 pgs 
and over will be accepted
 only 
Call 14001 
7381676  Sunnyvale 
area Long range assignments 
can be submitted




PAPER  thesis deer -
ration e1c S2 page Resume
 SIS 
Cali (401110237481
 369 E 
WIllIam 
St San Jose 
WORD 
PROCESSING students, In, 
structors small business Term 
papers thnis 
resumes men -
oats dissertations mass meting, 








 Top Sera 
Ices 





SERVICE -RE.  
SUMES thesi and term rapers 
Reasonable   Quality
  " 7
 0 do 
b'c.79h ''9 cn 25: 94461os SJSU  
ZEE
  TYPING and Secretertal
 Serv-
ices Fast occur.. work avail-
able oven de.. week Located
 
In
 the Blossom Hill 
Santa  Teresa 
area Limited 
pickup and dolly. 
ay Cell 365-1012 
Print Your Ad Here 
r 
Count  approxenatety
 30 letters and spaces 
for each (10e)
 
liii 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111111111 
1 




City & State   
Enclosed 












SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, California 95192 






 M to 3 30 M 
 
Deadline  Two days prior to 
publication
 


















JaneII  Hall 




sororities  have the 
opportu-





















































ing and from each house's philan-
thropies," said Mark Knollmuel-
ler. editor
 of the yearbook and 
member  of Kappa Sigma. 
The 
yearbook
 cost in 
excess  of 









Knollmueller said the year-
book took so 
long
 to complete be-
cause some 
of the houses were
 slow 
to contribute information. 
"There was a lack of partici-








Knollmueller said problems 
were compounded by problems 
with the publisher 
"When  we did 
get  (the year-
books)
 kc. found 
that
 Taylor Pub-
lishing had made a lot of nus-
takes," he said. "They were sent 
back and the 
whole color section 
had 
lobe reprinted.'  
Knollmueller said
 
the  book in-
cludes 
a lour -page " rite, up and 
composite" !roan each house as 
well 
as group photos from each 
house. 
Approximately 150 copies of 
the yearbook have yet to be sold 
and are available to interested fra-
ternity and sorority










 and start making 
a request list and 
start collecting 
money," 
Knollmueller  said. "That 
way. I won't he getting a lot of 
calls and duplicate
 orders 
The main problem with sales 
is 
that  people want 
to
 see it before 
they buy it " 
Knolhnueller
 said once a 
house 
has  its request list compiled, 
a member
 of the house
 
should  con-
tact him at Kappa
 Sigma. He said 
each caller should remember to 
leave his or her name, the name of 




phone  number. 
"I don't 
know if the yearbook  
will continue on in the Greek sys-
tem." Knollmueller said. "It was a 


























learn the IVICS of the job 
search until 
they have botched a few interviews,
 
according to Margaret 
Wilkes,  coordi-








 most of the 
necessary
 basics tomorrow
 at 12:30 









































 Its stall 




















The workshop will he a compre-
hensive two-hour program conducted 
by one 
of
 the magatine's three -mem-
ber teams, Wilkes
 said. 
The team, which has had special 
training in the field of 
job
 hunting, will 
guide free
 discussions and answer any 
questions students 











 To Get A 
Job. the 
story 
of a college 
graduate
 





























self  and 












 Workshop will 
provide  a "hands on" resume writing 
session and 
a "how to" video 
about  
advertising 
yourself  via your resume 
Dressing  for success and 
solving 
interviewing









 Wilkes said. 
MU is one of only 90 campuses 
nationwide to host the Chrysler -Ply 
mouth 
workshop. It was probably 
se-
lected
 because "our Career Planning 
and Placement . . . 
especially  the Re-
source Center, has
 been used as a 
model by colleges throughout the 
country," Wilkes said. 
The free workshop will include a 
mixture of videos and live discussions 
and is open to students in all majors. 
Workbooks and other materials will be 
provided free of charge, Wilkes said. 
The workshop team will also
 be 
present  at a Student 
Union information
 




 Spartan Daily 
incorrectly attributed
 a statement 
to Rich Chew,  associate
 men's 
athletic director. 
Dan Buerger. executive as-
sistant to the president,  
said
 con-
solidating men's and women's 
athletics would 
end  duplication 




























Richard Tahorn had sar trouble, 




lived  the problem.
 He cleaned 
his  
hands and tossed the grimy paper tow-




efforts  to 
avoid  littering re-
sulted in his arrest. 
The charge...Theft.
 
The charge eventually was
 
thrown out. And so 
was a drug charge 
filed months later 
But that's not the end of it. said 
Taborn,  






and "a little embarrassment. 
The initial complaint against Ta-
horn stated that on Feb. 6 he did "kno-




professional  sanitation sers ices 
by 
appropriating  said sea.% 
lee it) his 
own 
personal  use.'  
He "placed said 
trash  into a 
Faircloth 
sanitation  
(hin).  He did 
not have permission to dump said 
trash," 
the complaint said. 
Taborn. 34, spent the nest 15 
hours in the Pinellas County oil. 
I never heard of anybody being 
arrested for 
not being a litterbug," I:t-
horn's
 attorney Joe Lovelace 
said.  















police  called him 
early one morning. "They asked me if 



























 like to press





in an inters 
iem
 '  
week that he was on his N ay to vs ) . 
Honeywell
 









when the car 
quit
 and Inc 
rolled into a parking
 lot. He got the cai 













 the dirty low 


















she approached "he 
placed a 
bucket
 in his car and 




 an at tidas it said. 







at the far end  
0' 
14)1 for cigarettes.








the big yellow 
bucket. Ta 
horn said,
 he  
carts it to work ever'
 













been  to the doctor 
the  
day  before and hail 60 days 
worth  of 
prescription
 medication in 
the car. he 
said.











Handsel asked to 
search  the 
.ar and when 




petty  theft charge
 and 
he car 
was  searched. 
An 
arrest  alt 
iday
 it 
states  that 
'several  hundred 
pills'
 were found in 
he car, but 
no charges were 
brought at 
the t nine. ill 
September. 

























state  attorney's 
Mice
















 had a 
prescription
 
for all the drugs in 


















i t O m i t '
 man's 
struggle  to take
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coupon  with proof of purchase and we li send 
you  a 
SONY
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once.  See 
story,
 pages 4 and 5. 
Cover photo
 






























JJ's  Lounge 
in San Jose 
is not 
only where
 the lower 
classes  go. 
However,
 it is everything







 It's small. 





spinning from the 
ceiling. Great 
blues players




















Albert  King. 
Clarence 
"Gate' 





night  they are 
turning  
people 
away  at the 
door.
 A woman 
dressed in a 
tight red jumpsuit 
is 
calling 















to people, making 
sure
 they are 
happy.
 This is her 
club
 and she rules 
over
 it. 
"It's  not 
ususally
 this-




started  the club 
with  her 
brother Max about
 four years ago. 
Before that. 
11's  was a hangout for 
a 
lot of Harley riders. 
There was only 
one Harley 
parked outside the 
club Saturday 
night. 
However,  there were a few 
Mercedes 
450 SI .s. Cadillacs and
 
even











 red and green 
flashing  lights. 
There were 
students










 riff B.B. King 
played in at the 
Monterey Jai/ 
Fes-




Another  night, another





 like going 
out  
tonight hot she had 
promised the 
girls. Besides, 
she could either 
go 
and he among
 the eroo dill
 bodies on 
the tiny 
dance floor, or 
stay at home and
 
oish she had 
gone.  Si, she stood in 
the 
bathroom 
oith curling iron in 
hand and 
imagined 









barroom and they 





 her to dance
 and she 
coyly  
answered yes as 
if she had just 
noticed  him 
for the first 
time.  
Their
 voices were 
loud
 whispers as 
they  glided 
around
 the dance 
floor  trs ing 
to make small talk. 
He leaned
 down and spoke
 directly 
into her ear,
 asking if she came
 here alien. 




 his first 
time 
here 
too, 01 course. 
He said he 
had picked her 
out ol the 
crowd
 because she was the 
most awaits e 
girl  there and he 
could




She smiled and looked up at hint 
Normally I wouldn't heliese a line like 
that. 
but this gus seems
 so 




 she drinks, 
he said to himself. 
II she doesn't,  she shouldn't he 
in















not to lose each other through the barri-
cade of 
bodies. 
I hope he won't think I'm a lush  if I 
order a double. she said to herself, hut my. 
nerves are shot already. 
His smile turned into a sheepish grin 
as she told the bartender her request. This 
could be an interesting esening. he 
thought. 
They found a table and sat down. She 
began
 
to wonder where her friends
 were. 
lie forgot he had come with friends. 












This is really great, she thought. I 
don't 
think I've 












hellese  I told 
him I had 
an
 at 1:111 
al 
married man 
and toy brother is 
to 15 years for armed robbery 
all m the 
same evening. 
I think he's 
really  going to turn 
out to 







well,  she 
thought 




he almost fell out of his chair to get her at 
tent ion  Two 
more  please. 
I wonder if she has
 her ow
 
it car here, 
he thought. 
They talked sonic more and danced 
some 
more.  It was 
almost
 
time ter the bar 
to close. Couples like them oho had just 
met that night, began to lease the bar. 
walking hand in hand and 
heading
 tar 
greatly anticipated adventures. 
Well,
 he thought, it's now or never. 
Would
 she like 
to go 
to
 his house loran
-
other drink
 or would she like hint to drive 
her home? 
She was just a little too tired for an-
other 
drink  and her friends could drive her 
home but she 
was definitely interested in 
seeing 
him  again. Would he like to make it 
another night? Possibly they could have 
dinner? 
He tried to keep his mouth from fall-
ing in disbelief. Oh sure,  he'd call her. 
Would 
she like to write her number down 
on this matchbook cover? He was 
going  
out ot town for a while hut he would he 
sure to 
call het o hen he got 
hack 
Iler thoughts sanished as she 
smelled her 
scorched  hair frying in the 
curling iron. Oh well, she thought, 
ma) he tonight be different. 
(Indi Ilansen is the special assign-
ment 
editor.  
who just showed up. 
"There is 
a nucleus of regulars 
who show up at the club, 
radio per-
sonalities like 
Roger  Anderson and 
Guitar Mac.- 
Max Stanley said. 
"But 
there are also students
 from 
Europe who are 
passing
 through and 
are looking for




usually will frequent the 
club  during 
the week, because














 1J's for 
her  first 
time,
 however,












this is the best
 place to 









out. Now the club 
has become so 
popular,
 they are 
planning to open a 
second .1.1s in San Jose. 
"It's 
every blues lovers ambi-
tion 
















Koko Taylor or local 
favor-
ite like 
I.ittle  John 
Crisley,  the club 
represents
 the blues










































blues are ter 
people 
who are sad.' 
The only way to 
understand the 
blues 





Admission  to the 
club varies 

















$2 and on 
weekends  it's 






v cgs Creek HMI 























































 behind a 
tower








 5 p.m. 
and the 
echo  of 






 downtown area. For 
many this 
seems like
 a scene 
Crain an 
old  
















 in  the 
mid -'80s.
 Fifteen 
years  ago 
this  area 
con-
sisted of a 
few small 











evi!ry  - 
where.  Ade
 ii w as 
always




Now  the 
10%\11 is going 








Most of us think 
the 
is




to consider the 








he at a 
standstill  from 











action  to have 
a stunted 
growth.  The 
busi-
nesses seem to 
be covered by 
the dust, din 
and 


























at 545 S. 
Second 
St..  and 
a 












































also  lacking 
the night 
activity they 
used to have.'' 
It's
 always dead 






 area has 
because
 of the 
media.  Plus 
people  think 
that the 
renovation  
work  is still 
going  on  
Ile said that









 in a negative 
light and the 
public
 believes what the 
media has
 to say.'' %loser
 said. 
The





 with $50.000 train the
 
city 
redevelopment  agency and $111.000 from 
Alive After Five. The 
group  raised its 
money
 by assessing members $700 each.
 
he said. 
"With these funds they plan to spend 
the $60.000 in three months with 4410 
radio 
spots  and 24 print ads built around 
the 






The group has arranged  
tar several 




come  and let people know just 
how they 
spend time in San lose. All ot 
this will occur the first


























































































































































Mu hue! RusNell 
Downtown








But bathed in a sea of 
pastel  
pink and green on 
West  Santa Clara 
Street  - - not y et San Jose's answer 






 or Los 
Angeles's  Sunset Boulevard
 - is a 
relatively new restaurant and dance 
club called DR. Cooper's. 
A big -city bar with small -city 
friendliness, D.B. Cooper's is a lot 
like the town that surrounds it 
--
alive and sincere, hut pseudo -tropi-
cal and hopelessly upscale.
 
"This  place is 
%cry
 Miami-
ish,' said bartender Clayton Morri-
son,
 preparing  one of the 
house  spe-
cialties. a 
Miami  Ice. 
The drink is a lot like 
a Long 
Island Ice Tea, but with a fruitier 
nits or. MolT1,1,11 
11,1  




-flavored  liqueur) 
peach 
schnapps and orange 
juice,  he 
said. 
For a drink that 
goes for a tall 
$4.25.  it's
 pretty good - 
tasty. but 
not quite 





 to fathom a 
drink
 costing more than 
a paperback 
novel or a 
movie matinee, espe-
cially while trying




But D.B. Cooper's upscale cli-
entele 
probably
 doesn't hat an eye at 
these steep drink 
prices. 
Even on a Tuesday night, the 
club was 
comfortably  crowded. 
But on Wednesdays through 
Saturdays. "it's a madhouse." 
said
 
cocktail waitress Kim Van Der-
wyck 
"It's kind




 Ck iit 









faded Levi's or sandals, she said. 
"We prefer you 
dress pretty 
nice." Van Derwyck said. 
Hostess 
Suzanne  Prodis, an 





 ranges in age
 from 
about 25 to 35. 
The club play. s a v ariety of 
rock 'n* roll from the '50s to the 
'80s, 
she  said. 
Happy hour, 
with  beer priced 
at 51. margaritas at $1.50
 and free 





p.m. Monday through Friday. Pro-
dis said. 
The restaurant area serves 
lunch on weekday from 11 a.m. to 
3 p.m. and dinner every night from 































 a grilled skirt steak or chicken
 
breast with 
marinated onions and 
peppers, 
priced  at 
$6.95.  
Also popular is the D.B. 
Coo-
per burger,  with cheese and guaco-
mole stuffed inside the

























HIM HOW TO 
DANCE. 
$4.95 and collies with
 french fries 
and a salad. 
Thursday
 is most 
popular  with 




 State's big party 
night." she said. 


































 in the South
 Bay. 
something  bold 
and  innovative. 
Baxter's is not the 
place  for you. 
On the other 
hand,  if it's fun 
you're looking for
 . . 
Baxter's,  which recently 
moved into the premises vacated 
by 
Houlihan's. on Stevens Creek 
Boulevard in 
Cupertino,  follows the 
well-worn
 but successful formula 
used by many of its contemporaries:
 
















inch  is 
covered  

















































while  the 
bar and 
dance  floor 











usually consists of such foods as 




















































Baxter's serves a dozen
 sand-













































for  those 
students,



























































































 Bakery . 
the 








































Pub  also 














































 and closes 
Monday  through 
Wednesday  at 11:30
 p. in Thurs-
days it is open until 
12:30 a.m. and 
closes at 9 p.m. on Fridays. 
($4.95). meat 
loaf sandwich 
($5.95), roast beef with jalapeno 
pepper ($5.951 and crab and ched-
dar melt I 
S( 45c 





in what is 
popularly
 known as 
"California  
Cuisine." 
wiches (chicken and cashew salad. 
albacore tuna, club -style and Cali-
fornia) run  
$6.25  apiece. 
In addition




salad bar, more elaborate salads are 
available. The confetti pasta salad 
($6.25)
 is a 
winner,
 and Baxter's 
also offers seafood,  tuna and 
chicken salads. All range 
between  




$5.95. and include a %army 
such
 




 The burgers are 
tasty, hut like all their fried foods, 
are cooked with too much grease. 
The entree menu is 
topped  with 
prime rib 
(large  cut), which is 
$14.95. Baxter's also serves 
steaks, 
fried shrimp and
 scampi. which cost 
from 59.95 to $13.95. 
A number of inventive chicken 
dishes are 
offered,  including breast 
of chicken with walnuts and brie 
($9.951. apple and cheddar chicken 
($8.95)
 and 
barbecued  breast of 
chicken a 
la Swiss (58.95). Fresh 
fish  is also featured each day. 
The  list goes on and on. Barbe-
cued ribs, fettucini and chicken pot 
pie are also available,
 and inventi% e 
diners are 
encouraged to build their 
own pizza (56.951 
or omelette
 
($5.25). A different dish dons the 
menu as a special every Monday 






served  from 
1))
 a.m. to 3 









more -- all for $9.95 for 
adults and 
$4.95 for 
















cranking  out 
the tunes,
 mostly top 

























pared for some serious




football  is 
on.  
At the End of Your Day 
Clean Up 
with the Works 





Start  the 
evening
 off with 
a feast






















































for the 7 
p.m. showing of Star 




 Drive -1n 
"[heater 





























































Drive.  is 
one 
of the last in the
 Bay Area. 
One big kid bided his time on the 
swings while waiting
 
or his girlfriend. 








"I see it as a nice time to relax 
with 
my girlfriend in an old-fashioned atmo-
sphere." said Bouman, who traveled from 
Redwood  City to see "Crocodile Dun-
dee. ' 
"It's kind of fun  you can he alone 













"Push! Push!' ' screamed
 9 -year -old 
Becky 
Moses, as she 
and her brother 
zoomed 
back  and forth in a swing 
"race."
 
"We always go to 
the  drive-in 'cause 
it's more fun," she said. "It's outside and 
you can play video machines." 
As  the first feature's credits rolled,  
car doors slammed and movie goers 
streamed
 toward the funky red and white 
cement snack bar building. 
Inside, warmth, bright lights and 
no-
tice of "upcoming attractions" take center 
stage. The observant will note an appro-
priate addition to the dust in the film 
poster cases: pistachio shells  and 
old pop-
corn. 
The snack bar offers hungry and 
thirsty movie buffs the chance to stock up 
on everything from pizza to apple turn-




The freedom to bring your own food 
as well as to "talk as 
much  as you want" 
appeals
 to Daisy McEwen, a Spartan City 
resident who came to see "Soul Man" 
with her two grandchildren and their 
mother, Joyce McEwen. an SJSU grad-
uate art student. 
"I like the outdoors 





 the year, rain or shine, 
Capitol beams six double features across 
its dark, gravelly yard. according to man-
ager Dwight Price. 
'We're basically the only 
(drive -ii
 
in the county ,' ' Price said. 
Drive-ins are threated
 by "the land 
value vs. the amount of money coming 
in." he said, referring to Campbell's Win-




Capitol is not in danger
 because of its 
double  life, Price said. 
A flea market 
on Thursdays. Satur-
days and
 Sundays and purveyor of movies
 
by night, this drive-in "utilizes its land 
both 
day  end night." 
The drive-in's
 mystique is similarly a 
land
-use
 issue, according to Price. 
"It's  
more or less like renting your 
own space 
you have the freedom
 to do what you 
want."
 
   
Capitol Drive -In, Capitol Express-
way and Snell Avenue. offers six double 
features, seven days a week. Admission is 
$4
 for adults. Capitol opens at 6:30 
p.m. 
on 

































 in the 
snack  
bar's video 

































































































downtown  at 374 
S. First 







caters  to 
some
 of San 
Jose's  
elite















vase  of fresh 
flowers
  the 
perfect 











arrive  with 
Poetry 
readings  on 
Tuesday 

























































lettuce. tomato wedges and 
mushroom slices, Topped with 
freshly ground black pepper and 
Thousand Island dressing,  the salad 
was very pleasing to the 
palate.  
The spinach salad 
($4.95)  has 
crisp leaves of spinach with rings of 
red 
onion  topped
 with a poppy seed 
dressing and chopped 
up hard-
boiled egg and bacon bits. 
Entrees
 cost between $9,50 
and $14.50. Dishes of pasta, fowl,
 
steak and seafood,  all elegantly 
served, are accompanied by a rice 
pilaf 
and  fresh vegetables. 
Fresh Idaho 
brook  trout 
($9.95),
 one of the three 
fish spe-
cials. was stuffed
 with bay shrimp, 
shallots 
and  capers and covered 
with  lemon butter sauce. The sauce 
was light but a little salty. Overall. 
the dish was good, not at 
all  heavy 
















perfection   






 the light. 
fresh cream
 sauce 
















al dente and 
tomatoes. 
The rice 
pilaf,  with pine 
nuts  and 
pasta
 was very 
good.  
Dessert is 




 Eulipia. The dessert 












chocolate  truffle 
cake 
were 











































slices  around the mousse, a 
scoop of vanilla
 ice cream, topped 
with  chocolate sauce




 a nice con-
trast to the 
chocolate
 that was nei-
ther bitter nor sweet. 
The mousse it-
self had a smooth and 
creamy
 
texture and wasn't too rich. 
However, 
sauteed bananas 
with ice cream 




mushy and swam in a sauce of but-
ter. rum and creme de cacoa. The 
sauce was heavy and
 uncomplemen-
tary. 











available.  Plans 
are 
to  expand
















































to leave a restaurant 
feeling 
satisfied
 with the meal and
 
the service 
rather than stuffed 
front 
mediocre  food. 
Eulipia is 





 2 p.m. Dinner is 
served 








confused  with 
1916 ()Tier 
Saturday from 5:30 to II p.m. and 




Limited parking is available on 
the street but there is a public park-
ing lot 
behind the restaurant. The 
entrance to the parking lot is on 
Sec-
ond Street, and rates are 
reasonable.  
Separate checks are not 
issued.
 
Eulipia accepts all major credit 













in New York. 




 No. 1 spot 
longer  than any 
other 
under  appeal kept 
it atop the box 
of-  1986 movie. 




 list of boll- 
lion
 to date, eclipsing
 the previous 
day 
movies
 that included Steven




 "American Tail" 
and mm." which 
marched  away with 
the 
re-release of a 
Disney  chestnut. 
$70  million in 
1980.
 
"Song of the 
South."  




 the ex- largest 
grossing  film of the year, 
hut
 
pions  of Outback
 
atIverilUrer  Paul il's 
lock  on 
the 
N.
  I spot 
is 
BE A 
BIG  SHOT 
. . . 





















































"Star  Trek 
IV:
 The 
Voyage  Home." 
Second in the 
weekend  box of-
fice derby was the 
cartoon feature 
"An American Tail," which 
bronchi
 in $5.2 million
 at 





























Thurs.   
$1.00  cover 
Fri.
















bottled  beer 
 $2 00 spaghetti 
Marsugis



























young comedian  on 
stage
 





nuts over my 
wife," he says, 
holding  his hand at 
thigh -level. "She's this tall." 
Giggles break out again as they 
do seven nights a week at The Last 
Laugh in downtown San 
Jose. 
The Last Laugh is the only 
comedy
 nightclub in San Jose. The 
club was opened in 19111 by former 






 and Portland, Oregon. 







business is steady. 
'We're  pretty full every night 




 draw (people to 
the club).
 People just come
 to see 
comedy 
Barnes said the Last I.augh has 
featured such well-known
 perform-
ers as Jay 
Leno,  Howie Mandel, 
Dana Carvey,
 Pat Paulsen, Way-
land 
Flowers and Madame and 
many unknown talents as 
well.  The 
club features three 
different  perfor-
mances per night 
for a week an 
opener, 
middle  player and head-
liner. New




Barnes said the 
stand-up  per-
formances 







jokes.  She 




their  act -- music, 
hypnotism,
 juggling - - 
so the two-









nightclub  in San 
Jose.
 The 
club  was 
opened  in 
1981 by 









Laugh from Dec. 15 to 21. 
You must be 21 
or
 older to he 
admitted to The
 last I.augh. 
The club has a cover charge 
of 
$5 from Sunday to Thursday 
and 57 
on Friday and 
Saturday.  The club 
has a two -drink minimum and she 
said drink prices range 










Well drinks are 52.50
 and the 
popular Mexican





Last  I.augh has no 
restau-
rant hut offers 
appetizers  like na-
chos and chips
 with salsa. 
Barnes 
said reservations are 
re-
quired at 
least  a day in 
advance,  
sometimes more if an 
especially 





Last I.augh, 29 
N.
 San Pedro in 
San Pedro








from 2 p.m. 
to 7 p.m.. 
Mon-
day  to Saturday. 
The Chicago comedy team 
of 
Glenn Verk and guitarist Den-
nis NIcCaffey sing 















Mandarin  86 Szechuan Cuisine 











Santa Clara St 






Finest  in 
Food
 & Spirits 
Fresh  Seafood
 
Steaks  Burgers 
Salads 
Happy Hour Nightly 
4-8  p.m. 
All 
Drinks  $1.50  Free Hors d'oeuvres 
Live 
Entertainment  Thurs. & Fri. Nights 
Catering for 
Banquets   Wedding Receptions 
Large 
Groups  
Located at: 80 South
 Market St. 
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synced to another tune. 
Faces is a 
dance club, a bar, a Then 
Madonna  sang to a Trident 
hipsters joint, where drinks 
are gum commercial. It was the 
only  




 shown on a large
 video music and a 
bubble  gum ad. 
screen from 
a previously taped lip 
Men in tight T-shirts with 
sync contest, wore skin-tight 
white Gold's Gym muscles dance while 
tights and was shown 
fondling  him- women with gravity -defying hair -
self. He 




 which couldn't quite leg coats' on 
Ladies' Night. 
make it upstream. 
However, some people smile. 
A man in a 
white cowtioy hat groove and at least look like they're 
accosted 
women  near the dance having fun. 
floor. He promised to take off 
his  But at least Faces is spacious. 
hat if they'd dance with him. 
There is plenty of seating away 
Avoid
 the salmon, avoid the from




 The hest move upon going 






Real to the 
nearest
 Denny's. 
However,  if one decides
 
to 
face Faces, the hest visage to 
make  
the moment one 
walks  in the place 
is 
that of a sourpuss  as if a tart possibility of a quick 
rest nearby. 
lima 
bean  was stuck to the 
roof of The round bar is well
 tended 
your mouth, 




 If) waitresses, who look 
like Minnie 
years has been used to make the Mouses,  are 
efficient.  Two dollar 
joint attractive. Only the 
espresso
 Long Island 
iced teas are available 
and French pastries
 are missing, but after
 III p.m. 
perhaps 
that is Faces' only 
re- Faces is open seven
 days a 
deeming
 quality, 
week until 2 a.m. 
Pictures of 




 New Wave screerrt 
and a large 
video  
screen 
women  and old 
movie stills don't 
show
 
Monday  Night Football. 
match one
 another. The decorating Tuesday night is lip sync night, 
scheme 
is






Thursday is Leg Contest
 night and 
deciding factor 
as  to whether a place Sunday is Celebrity Look -Alike
 
happenin  or not. But the plants 
iiight.
 
were more interesting 
than either The place provides a 
lot of ac -
listening to the music or looking at tivities. There is a game room in the 
the video-taped lip sync 
contest,
 hack and 




while the ing happy hour 





be an "about face." 
Rhonda Adams. 
























































go to the hop!
 
You can rock 
around  the clock 
to your
 favorite .50% tune At The
 
Hop in 1..os Gatos,  named 
after the 
song
 by Danny and
 the Juniors. 
The
 theme of the nightclub, if 
you 
haven't guessed it already, re-
volves around the time
 frame of the 
fun '50s. said Nancy
 Green, At the 
Hop's manager.  
At the Hop is tucked away in 




 on University Ave-
nue and 
is
 within walking distance 
of 
several
 good restaurants like 
Noodle 
Palace and the Crab 
Com-
pany. so it's easy to make a night of 
dinner and dancing. 
The front end of a red '50s 
classic
 Cadillac juts out of the
 wall 
above  the  large 
mirrored 
dance floor 

























the twisters twisting regardless 
)11) 
their year of birth - - Elvis Presle 
croons
 his old love songs
 and 
the 


























who would  rather 
spend  their 
money
 on 
hoive  than 















 is planning 
a bartend-
'Most
 of the people 





Nancy  Green, 
Al the Hop manager 
ing 











 in the 
area,



















ing program. (stitch could easily 
lead to full-time work because "
 we 
need bartenders. she said. 
"Most of the people 
who come 
here are students and we like to 
focus
 on that a lot by offering spe-
cials on drinks and entertainment.' 
Green 
said.  
The atmosphere is friendly and 
fun, with lots of seating around 
the 
dance
 floor and in the area 
rounding the bar. An outside 
1. 
provides fresh air for the exhatii
 
and a sunken seating 
area  as( 
from the bar and 
the dance floor 
give quiet space to recoup between 
numbers.
 








 is cheap 
during 
the week when 
there's no cover 
charge at all 








COME  UP 
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14. Maio 
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